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Abstract
How the brain makes correct inferences about its environment based on noisy and
ambiguous observations, is one of the fundamental questions in Neuroscience. Prior
knowledge about the probability with which certain events occur in the environment
plays an important role in this process. Humans are able to incorporate such prior
knowledge in an efficient, Bayes optimal, way in many situations, but it remains an
open question how the brain acquires and represents this prior knowledge. The long
time spans over which prior knowledge is acquired make it a challenging question to
investigate experimentally. In order to guide future experiments with clear empirical
predictions, we used a neural network model to learn two commonly used tasks in the
experimental literature (i.e. orientation classification and orientation estimation) where
the prior probability of observing a certain stimulus is manipulated. We show that a
model population of neurons learns to correctly represent and incorporate prior
knowledge, by only receiving feedback about the accuracy of their inference from
trial-to-trial and without any probabilistic feedback. We identify different factors that
can influence the neural responses to unexpected or expected stimuli, and find a novel
mechanism that changes the activation threshold of neurons, depending on the prior
probability of the encoded stimulus. In a task where estimating the exact stimulus value
is important, more likely stimuli also led to denser tuning curve distributions and
narrower tuning curves, allocating computational resources such that information
processing is enhanced for more likely stimuli. These results can explain several
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different experimental findings and clarify why some contradicting observations
concerning the neural responses to expected versus unexpected stimuli have been
reported and pose some clear and testable predictions about the neural representation
of prior knowledge that can guide future experiments.

Author summary
The probability with which certain events are observed in our environment plays an
important role in how we perceive the world. In many situations humans use such
knowledge about the environment efficiently to come to optimal inferences from the
observations made. However, it remains unclear how the brain learns to incorporate
such prior knowledge and what the neural representations are exactly. By simulating
two tasks commonly used in experiments where we manipulate the probability of certain
stimuli occurring we show that such prior knowledge can be acquired from feedback
about the accuracy of individual observations , and does not need any explicit
information about the probability of an event occurring. We identify different properties
of the neural populations that can influence the neural responses in experiments and
show how prior knowledge can influence these neural responses through different
mechanisms. Interestingly, the networks learn to allocate neural resources efficiently to
more likely stimuli in order to maximize task performance. These results give several
interesting and testable predictions about the neural representation of prior knowledge
in commonly used experimental paradigms that can guide future experiments.
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Introduction

1

During perception, the brain is continually trying to infer the cause of the perceptual

2

input that reaches the senses. Efficient neural machinery is required to successfully

3

perform this inference given the noise and ambiguity in our observations. Prior

4

knowledge about the occurrence of stimuli in our environment can help to make better

5

perceptual decisions about these noisy and ambiguous observations. The influence of

6

prior knowledge on the perceptual decisions made by humans and animals has been

7

shown in many situations.

8

For example, the fact that light almost always comes from above, influences our

9

perception of ambiguous shapes [1] and our prior knowledge of shadows causes equally

10

bright surfaces to appear of different brightness [2]. Similarly, the perception of oriented

11
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bars shows a bias towards the cardinal axis, the so called ‘oblique’ effect, which has

12

been successfully explained by an optimal environmental prior which accounts for the

13

frequency with which certain orientations occur in the natural environment [3].

14

Furthermore, owls systematically underestimate sound direction in their periphery,

15

which has been explained as a bias induced by a prior that emphasizes directions near

16

the center of gaze [4].

17

The prior knowledge that is used in such perceptual decision making should

18

somehow match the environmental statistics in order to enable optimal inference. How

19

the brain learns to represent such prior knowledge and incorporate it in its sensory

20

processing, is still an open question. While one possibility is that prior knowledge is

21

transferred through evolutionary means, this would lead to very inflexible priors, not

22

optimally adapted to changing environments. Alternatively, the brain learns to

23

represent prior probabilities about the environment during its lifetime through the

24

frequency with which an object is observed over time [2].

25

Different ideas exist about the representation of prior knowledge in the brain. One
popular theory is that uncertainty about a variable is represented together with the

27

variable itself, by the variability in neural firing [5]. Thus prior knowledge should already

28

be represented in the neural activity without sensory input [6]. Another theory is that

29

specialized neurons encode prior uncertainty and sensory uncertainty [7]. The various

30

predictions that these theories provide have not been conclusively confirmed though.

31

To gain more insight in the kind of representations of prior knowledge that could

32

emerge in neural populations, we trained generic neural networks to perform two

33

commonly-used tasks in the experimental literature. These networks can provide

34

valuable insight into possible representations in neural populations. While it has been

35

shown that generic neural networks can learn to perform probabilistic tasks that depend

36

only on the current input, without a need to incorporate prior knowledge [8], it remains

37

an open question to what extent these networks can learn to represent a statistically

38

optimal prior and combine this with probabilistic input.

39

Here, we simulated a classification task and a stimulus estimation task, where the
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40

prior probability of observing a stimulus was manipulated. Both tasks use a

41

fundamentally different prior; a discrete prior for the different classes in the

42

classification task and a continuous prior for the stimulus estimation task. We show

43

that a model population of neurons learns to correctly represent and incorporate prior

44

knowledge in both, by only receiving feedback about the accuracy of their inferences and

45

without probabilistic feedback. We find an opposing effect of prior and input uncertainty

46
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on the sparseness of neural firing. In the classification task, prior knowledge lowers the

47

activation thresholds for the more likely class, causing neurons to fire more easily. In

48

the continuous task, a sharper prior leads to a shift and narrowing of tuning curves, as

49

often observed in experimental data. These results lead to testable predictions that can

50

help validate whether prior knowledge is represented similarly in humans and animals.

51

Methods

52

Neural population model

53

Our neural population model has a feedforward architecture consisting of an input layer,

54

a hidden layer and an output layer (Fig 1). The input layer consists of a group of

55

independent Poisson neurons that respond to a stimulus, s, with firing rates,

56

r = [r1 , ..., rN ], each generated from its own independent Poisson distribution [8]. The

57

probability that neuron i responds with firing rate ri is given by

58

p(ri = k) =

λki −λi
e
k!

(1)

where the rate parameter λi is determined by Gaussian tuning curves fi (s), specific for

59

each input neuron, scaled with a global contrast parameter c, i.e. λi = cfi (s). The

60

Gaussian input tuning curves for each neuron are thus given by

61

λi = ce−

(s−φi )2
2σ 2

(2)

where the maxima of the tuning curves, φ = [φ1 , . . . , φN ], were uniformly distributed

62

over a range of −20 to 20 and the width of every tuning curve was given by σ 2 = 10.

63

The contrast parameter, c, determined the quality of the stimuli. The range of contrasts

64

used depended on the task and is specified in the task descriptions below.

65

The hidden layer was densely connected to the input layer with weights, W, and
consisted of K rectified linear units (ReLUs) with bias parameters bk and firing rates
1

K

h = [h , . . . , h ]

67

68



hk = max 0, WT r + bk

(3)

for 1 ≤ k ≤ K.

69

The output layer of the network was densely connected to the hidden layer via
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70

output weights, U, and consisted either of two units, one for every class, in the

71

classification task (Fig 1A), or a single unit, in the stimulus estimation task (Fig 1D). A

72
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softmax function was applied to the output units of the classification task to convert

73

them to probabilities.

74

In some experiments a cue was added to indicate which class was more likely to

75

occur on a certain trial. Two important ways in which a cue can modulate a neural

76

population to represent prior knowledge are through gain modulations or biases. To

77

enable the network to potentially learn such representations, we equipped the ReLU

78

units with both a gain parameter,

k
gcue
,

and an extra bias parameter,

bkcue ,

that could be

modulated by the cue. That is,

79

80

 k

hk = max 0, gcue
WT r + bk + bkcue

(4)

for 1 ≤ k ≤ K.

81

Fig 1. Neural population model and task overview. Two different tasks were
studied, a classification task (top row) and a stimulus estimation task (bottom row).
The neural network for the classification task and estimation task had a similar input
and hidden layer, only the output layer differed. (A) Two softmax outputs (one for
each class) indicated the probability that the stimulus observed came from the
respective class in the classification task. (B) The stimuli from each class came from a
normal distribution with a mean and variance specific to that class. Different prior
probabilities for the classes were tested. (C) The generative model used to generate a
stimulus from a selected class and subsequently generate firing rates for the input
Poisson neurons. (D) A single output indicated the estimated stimulus value in the
estimation task. (E) The stimuli presented to the network were drawn from a normally
distributed prior. Different priors were tested (indicated by gray scale). (F) The
generative model for the estimation task, used to generate firing rates for the input
Poisson neurons from a generated stimulus.
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Network training

82

All simulations were performed in Python. To train our neural networks we used the

83

PyTorch neural network library [9]. The networks were trained using stochastic gradient

84

descent [10]. To optimize the network parameters we used Adam [11], with a learning

85

rate of 2e−4 and a weight decay regularizer of 1e−5. We used a minibatch size of 10 per

86

iteration. Every network was trained for 100 epochs with 1000 iterations per epoch.

87

Stimuli were presented in a random order during training.

88
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Classification task

89

To study the representations of prior knowledge emerging in a population of neurons, we

90

designed a classification task. Stimuli could be drawn either from class 1 or class 2. The

91

relative frequency with which a stimulus was drawn from a class determined the prior

92

probability with which stimuli from this class occurred. The stimulus was converted to

93

firing rates by a population of Poisson neurons, which in turn served as the input to a

94

population of rate-based neurons that was trained using error-backpropagation between

95

the predicted and the correct class label.

96

In this classification task the network had to decide whether observed stimuli, s,

97

belonged either to the first class (C = 1) or the second class (C = 2). Both classes were

98

determined by an one-dimensional Gaussian distribution with the same variance,

99

σ12

=

σ22

= 25 , but different means, with µ1 = −5 and µ2 = 5 (Fig 1B,C). Stimuli with

100

contrast values c ∈ {0.5, 1.2, 1.9, 2.6, 3.3, 4.0} were presented. We used five different

101

priors over the two classes chosen from π ∈ {0.25, 0.33, 0.5, 0.67, 0.75} such that

102

p(C = 1) = 1 − p(C = 2) = π. The prior probabilities for the two classes determined the

103

frequency with which samples from these classes were shown during training.

104

To observe how optimal our network performed this task we compared it with the

105

optimal Bayesian posterior probability. We determined these posterior probabilities for

106

both classes. We wish to estimate the posterior probability of a class C given

107

observations of neuronal responses r:

108

P (C | r) ∝ p(r | C)P (C) ,

(5)

where the likelihood is given by:

109

Z
p(r | C) =

p(r | s)p(s | C)ds .

(6)

In our task we draw the stimulus from a normal distribution depending on the class:
p(s | C) = N (s; µC , σC ).

(7)

The conditional probability of neuronal responses r of the Poisson neurons can be

111

written in the following form:

112

p(r | s) =

Y e−λi (s) λi (s)ri
i
P

=

ri !
P

i

−λi (s)

i

log λi (s)ri

e

∝e
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P

e i log λi (s)ri
ri !

(8)
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where we dropped the parts that are independent of s and assumed that

P

i

−λi (s) is

constant and thus also independent of s.

114

If we let the tuning functions take a Gaussian form this results in
p(r | s) = N (s; µr , σr2 )

115

(9)

with µr = φT r(1T r)−1 and σr2 = σ 2 (1T r)−1 .

116

Since both parts of the likelihood are normally distributed we can marginalize the
likelihood to arrive at the following form
−

(s−µr )2

−

(s−µC )2
2

(10)

The log posterior ratio of the probability that an observation is of one of both classes is

119

given by

120

P (C = 1 | r)
d = log
P (C = 2 | r)
P (C = 1)
p (r | C = 1)
+ log
= log
p (r | C = 2)
P (C = 2)

(11)

For our task filling in Equation 10 in Equation 11 drops out the normalization term and

121

gives

122

−

d = log

e

(µr −µ1 )2
2 +σ 2
2 σr
C

(

)

(µ −µ )2
− r 22
2 +σ
2 σr
C

+ log

P (C = 1)
P (C = 2)

)
e (
N1
2µr (µ1 − µ2 ) + µ22 − µ21
+ log
=
2)
2 (σr2 + σC
N2

(12)

where µc is the mean response of class c and Nc is the number of training samples that

123

have been shown for class c.

124

By plugging in the expressions for µr and

σr2

in Equation 12, we obtain the final

expression for the log posterior ratio:
d=

2µr (µ1 − µ2 ) + µ22 − µ21
N1
+ log
.
2)
2 (σr2 + σC
N2

P (C = 1 | r) =

125

126

(13)

The posterior probability for class 1 can then be determined by
1
.
1 + e−d

127

(14)

Estimation task

128

In the estimation task, the network had to estimate the value of the observed stimulus s.
Stimuli were drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean µs = 0 and variance
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117

118

2σ
C
e 2σr2 e
p
p
ds
p(r | C) ∝
2
2
2πσr
2πσC
(µ2r +µ2C +2µr µC )
−
1
2 +σ 2
2(σr
C)
=p
e
2)
2π (σr2 + σC

Z

113

σs2 .
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The variance of the Gaussian distributions determined the prior probability that stimuli

131

were presented during training (Fig 1E,F). Priors with different variances were tested:

132

σs2

133

∈ {100, 50, 25, 10, 5}. Stimuli with contrast values c ∈ {0.30, 0.72, 1.45, 2.26, 2.86, 3.2}

were presented.

134

To determine the optimal Bayesian estimate, we would like to estimate the most
probable stimulus value s, given observations of neuronal responses r
p (s | r) =

136

P (r | s) p (s)
p (r)

(15)

For these continuous values we take a normally distributed prior as example, to keep

137

our Bayesian approximation as simple as possible

138

p (s) = N (s; µs , σs )

(16)

The response to a certain stimulus value is again given by Poisson neurons (Eq 8-9).

139

The posterior will then be proportional to the product of two normal distributions,

140

which will again be normally distributed

141

p (s | r) ∝ e

−

(s−µr )2
2
2σr

e

−

(s−µs )2
2
2σs

2 +µ2 σ
µr σ s
s r
2 +σ 2
σr
s!
2
2
σr σs
2
2 +σ 2
σr
s

!2

(17)

s−

−

=e

The posterior mean is given by the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimate, which is

142

used as optimal Bayesian estimate of the underlying stimulus value and compared

143

against the stimulus estimate given by the network

144

sM AP =

µr σs2 + µs σr2
σr2 + σs2

(18)

We can also identify the variance of the posterior from eq. 17 as
σpos =
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135

σr2 σs2
σr2 + σs2

145

(19)

Results

146

To study the representations of prior knowledge emerging in a population of neurons, we

147

designed two representative tasks with a distinctive type of prior covering many

148

behavioral experiments. In the first task the network had to decide to which of two

149

classes a stimulus belonged. A discrete prior determined the prior probability of

150

observing a stimulus from one of these two classes. In the second task the network had

151

to estimate the value of a stimulus. Here a continuous prior determined the prior

152
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probability of observing a certain stimulus value (see Methods section for further details

153

on the different tasks). Since the prior affects the optimal outputs in both tasks

154

differently, there could be distinctive representations emerging, making both example

155

tasks worth investigating. In the first part of the results we investigate the classification

156

task, while the latter part of the results focuses on the estimation task.

157

Classification task

158

Optimal prior learned on trial-by-trial basis

159

To investigate whether the network was able to learn a prior about the occurrence of

160

the different classes and incorporate this optimally, we compared a linear softmax

161

readout of the network with an optimal Bayesian solution of the task (Fig 2).

162

Fig 2. Network posterior matches optimal Bayesian estimates. The neural
network learned to choose each class with a certain probability by getting feedback
about correct or incorrect classification. Based on Bayesian statistics the optimal
posterior estimate depends on the prior probability of a class occurring. This prior
probability was influenced by the relative frequency that a stimulus from a class was
shown during training. Five prior probability ratios were tested: [0.25, 0.75], [0.33, 0.67],
[0.5, 0.5], [0.67, 0.33] and [0.75, 0.25] for class 1 and class 2 respectively. The posterior
that the network learned is plotted against the optimal Bayesian estimates that
accounts for the prior (solid line), or that ignores the prior probability, i.e. a uniform
prior (dashed line). The network posterior matches the optimal Bayesian estimate that
accounts for the prior and thus learns to correctly incorporate prior knowledge in its
connections. Error bars represent standard deviation over the validation trials.
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While the network did not receive any probabilistic feedback about the prior

163

probabilities of either class, it formed a correct hidden representation of these prior

164

probabilities and adjusted its choices in a Bayes-optimal way. If the network would only

165

perform a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e. use a uniform prior), the network

166

posterior would have matched the dashed line (see Fig 1). This result suggests that no

167

higher order cognitive functions that keep track of the relative frequency by which an

168

object class is observed are needed to form a Bayes optimal prior in the brain. The use

169

of this prior knowledge led to more accurate responses for the class with higher prior

170

probability (Fig 3), a behaviour that humans have also shown in many studies [3, 12].

171
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Fig 3. Prior enhances accuracy for more likely class. The accuracy with which
stimuli were correctly classified was influenced by the prior probability of a certain class.
A uniform prior (panel 3) led to equal accuracy on stimuli from both classes. A network
trained on more stimuli from class 2 than class 1 (panel 1 and 2) showed higher
accuracy on class 2 stimuli, but lower accuracy on class 1 stimuli, compared to the
uniform prior. On the other hand a network trained on more stimuli from class 1 than
class 2 (panel 4 and 5) showed higher accuracy on class 1 stimuli, but lower accuracy on
class 2 stimuli, compared to the uniform prior.

Representations of prior probability

172

To investigate how the neural population encoded the prior probability of the different

173

classes, we first looked at the neural activation in response to different stimuli. Both

174

uncertainty in the input neurons and in the prior probability of the different classes

175

were manipulated. Less uncertainty in the input led to sparser population responses, as

176

previously reported by [8]) (Fig 4A). However, when the posterior uncertainty is

177

considered, we observed that more certainty about the presented class actually led to

178

stronger responses, where more neurons fire. Uncertainty in the input strongly changes

179

responses to stimuli that lead to uncertain posterior responses (around 0.5). These

180

responses could be explained by a template matching code, where the neural population

181

develops templates for both classes against which the input is matched. Very certain

182

inputs led to clear matches with either of the classes, or a clear mismatch when a

183

stimulus came from the decision boundary. On the other hand, more noisy inputs led to

184

partial matches with both templates, even for stimuli around the decision boundary.

185

Fig 4. Neural activity changes due to input and prior uncertainty. (A)
Number of neurons with non-zero activity in response to both stimuli from class 1 and
class 2. Fewer neurons in the hidden layer responded when the input contrast was higher.
On the other hand, more neurons responded when the posterior was certain which class
was presented. (B) Number of neurons with non-zero activity in response to stimuli
from class 1. While fewer neurons responded to higher contrast stimuli, more neurons
were active when the prior probability of the presented stimulus class was higher. (C)
The average activity of the population increased both with stimulus contrast and prior
probability. (D) The weights in the network require less adaptation in response to likely
stimuli, while the contrast has no influence on the strength of the weight updates.
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Next, we considered the effect of uncertainty in the prior probability of the classes.
A higher prior probability for a certain class led to more neurons firing in response to

187

stimuli of this class. Uncertainty in the input and uncertainty in the prior thus have

188

opposing effects on the sparseness of the neural responses. While a higher contrast in

189

the input (less uncertainty) led to sparser neural responses, a higher prior probability for

190

a class (also less uncertainty) led to less sparse neural responses for this class (Fig 4B).

191

The average firing rate for the entire neural population increased both with more
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186

192

certainty in the input, as well as with more certainty in the prior (Fig 4C). These

193

enhanced responses for stimuli that have higher prior probability have experimentally

194

been observed in several studies [13–15]. However, other studies have shown decreased

195

responses for more likely stimuli [12, 16–18]. A possible explanation for decreased neural

196

responses to more likely stimuli, could stem from the fact that fewer errors are made on

197

these trials (Fig 3), requiring less updating of synaptic weights. The weights between

198

neurons in our model require indeed less adaptation in response to more likely stimuli

199

(Fig 4D). While the weights in our model are updated artificially by gradients, the brain

200

would need to convey such learning signals through actual neural activation, requiring

201

lower learning signals for more likely stimuli. Thus if such learning signals make up an

202

important part of the activity of the brain, an overall lower activation could be expected

203

for more likely stimuli.

204

Prior probability encoded by changing activation thresholds

205

The neural responses of the population offer measurable predictions that can be

206

experimentally validated. A more difficult, but nonetheless interesting, question to

207

answer experimentally is which mechanism gives rise to these neural responses. Changes

208

in the properties of individual neurons and wiring between neurons in the population

209

should somehow represent the prior probability of diverse stimuli.

210

To see which how the parameters in our network encoded this prior information we

211

determined for every neuron in the population whether it contributed more to class 1 or

212

class 2. We analyzed how the weights of input to hidden units, W, the bias of the

213

hidden units, b, and the weights from hidden to output units, U, changed with different

214

prior probabilities for a class. The neurons in the population responsive to the class

215

with higher prior probability developed a higher bias, effectively lowering their

216

activation threshold (Fig 5A). Lower thresholds explain the fact that more neurons fire

217

when a class has higher prior probability. We observed no effects of the prior probability

218

on the gain of the neurons (Fig 5B). As a control we also checked for the readout

219
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weights of the neural population, but found no effect of the prior probability on the

220

readout weights to either class (Fig 5C).
Fig 5. Prior probability encoded by changing activation thresholds. The
hidden units could change the decisions of the output units using the bias parameters
(b), hidden weights (W) or output weights (U). For every hidden neuron, it was
determined whether it contributed stronger to class 1 or class 2 by comparing the
output weights to class 1, U(C = 1), against the output weights to class 2, U(C = 2).
That resulted in two subpopulations of hidden units: H1 = H[U(C = 1) > U(C = 2)]
and H2 = H[U(C = 1) < U(C = 2)]. The biases and weights of the hidden units were
averaged accordingly and are plotted for different prior probability ratios
(P (C = 1) ∈ [0.25, 0.33, 0.5, 0.67, 0.75]). (A) Only the biases of the hidden neurons
changed as a result of different prior probabilities, where a higher probability of a class
led to higher bias values in neurons coding for this class, thus lowering the activation
threshold in these neurons. (B) The hidden weights did not change with prior
probability. (C) Neither did the output weights. Error bars represent standard error
over the units. (* p < 0.01, ** p < 0.001).
221

Prior probabilities indicated by contextual cues

222

In our everyday environment the prior probability of a stimulus occurring often depends

223

strongly on the context. Since in these situations the context has to be able to

224

manipulate the prior on a very short time scale, it is not possible that long term

225

synaptic changes underlie such representations. Different hypotheses exist about the

226

neural mechanisms underlying the encoding of prior knowledge dynamically in such

227

cases. A popular hypothesis is that prior knowledge is encoded by modulating the gain

228

of neurons. Neurons encoding for a more probable stimulus fire more strongly in

229

response to this stimulus. Another possibility is that prior knowledge modulates the

230

activation threshold of neurons. A neuron encoding a more probable stimulus is then

231

more easily activated in response to this stimulus.

232

To see if our network is able to learn such a prior that has to change flexibly
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233

depending on the context, we added an extra cue input feeding into the hidden layer,

234

with connections to both the gain and bias of the neurons. A single neural network was

235

trained that had to learn to change its prior probabilities depending on the cue. Given

236

the cue the probability of observing a stimulus from class 1 was either 25% or 75% (vice

237

versa for class 2). The network was able to learn to correctly account for the prior

238
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probabilities for the different context cues (Fig 6A,B). Since all network parameters are
Fig 6. Contextual cue modifies activation thresholds. The frequency with
which each class of stimuli was shown depended on a contextual cue. Depending on the
cue the prior probability of class 1 and class 2 could either be [0.25, 0.75] or [0.75, 0.25].
(A,B) The network learned to adapt its output probability to reflect the optimal
Bayesian estimate given the cue. Error bars represent standard deviation over the
validation trials. (C,D) For every hidden neuron, it was determined whether it
contributed stronger to class 1 or class 2. The input from the cue to the bias and gain
of the hidden neurons was averaged accordingly for both both cues. The cue for the
context where class 2 is more likely caused both a higher input to the bias and gain of
hidden neurons encoding class 2 and a lower input to the hidden neurons encoding class
1. The opposite effect occurred for the cue for the context where class 1 is more likely.
Error bars represent standard error over the units. (* p < 10−7 , ** p < 10−10 ).
239

the same for both cue conditions, the network had to learn a flexible mechanism to

240

account for the prior probability. Closer inspection of the effect of the cue on the hidden

241

neuron input shows that the hidden neurons encoding the more likely class received

242

both a stronger baseline input from the cue (Fig 6C) and had a stronger gain (Fig 6D).

243

Since both the bias and the gain are influenced by the cue, we investigated whether
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one of these played a more important role in representing the correct prior knowledge.

245

We analyzed the accuracy of the network on classifying both classes under the different

246

cues. When the cue influenced both the gain and the bias, the prior caused a large

247

difference in accuracy between both classes (Fig 7, blue bars). Next we turned off either

248

the influence of the cue on the gain (Fig 7, orange bars) or the influence of the cue on

249

the bias 7, green bars). Turning off the influence of the cue on the gain diminished the

250

effect of the prior on the accuracy only slightly. Turning of the influence of the cue on

251

the bias on the other hand, diminished the effect of the prior on the accuracy almost

252

completely. The bias thus seems to play a greater role in representing the prior

253

knowledge.

254

Estimation task

255

Prior probability encoded by efficient allocation of neural resources

256

In the previous section we studied how prior knowledge about a discrete class can be

257

learned and encoded in a neural population. However, many tasks in the brain require a

258
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Fig 7. Cue influence mainly through bias. The accuracy for both classes was
determined for the cued priors (left, [0.25, 0.75], right, [0.75,0.25]). (A,B) The class
with the highest prior probability according to the cue, was decoded much more
accurately when the cue influenced both the gain and the bias (blue bars). Turning off
the cue effect on the gain diminished this effect only slightly (orange bars). Turning off
the cue effect on the bias diminished this effect much more, almost completely removing
any effect of the cued prior (green bars).

prior representation of a continuous environmental variable. E.g., an often used example

259

in the experimental literature is the estimation of the orientation of gratings [3], but

260

also sound localization has been explained this way [4]. Since the effect of such a

261

continuous prior on the Bayesian posterior is mathematically more complex, this might

262

also require a different neural representation. To study whether such a continuous prior

263

can also be successfully learned on a trial-by-trial basis and whether the representations

264

differ from the discrete case, we trained our neural population to estimate the value of a

265

2

noisy stimulus. Different Gaussian priors, N (µ = 0, σ ∈ {100, 50, 25, 10, 5}), were

266

tested, where the probability that a certain stimulus value was presented to the network

267

was determined by this prior distribution. The same neural population model with

268

Poisson input neurons and ReLU hidden units as for the discrete case was used. Instead

269

of a softmax output layer, we used a linear readout for the continuous case. The mean

270

squared error loss was used to optimize the parameters of the network through

271

backpropagation.

272

The neural population learned to estimate the stimulus in a Bayesian way, correctly
incorporating the prior knowledge about the relative frequency with which a stimulus

274

was presented (Fig 8). A uniform prior or maximum likelihood estimate did not match

275

the network output for priors differentiating strongly from uniform (Fig 8E).

276

The network showed a ‘perceptual’ bias similarly to those that are observed in

277

humans and animals (Fig 9) [4]. The size of this bias depended on the sharpness of the

278

prior distribution, with a sharper prior having a more pronounced bias. The bias in the

279

network estimates matched those predicted by the optimal Bayesian estimate.

280

One of the effects that is often observed in humans and animals is that the limited
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281

neural resources that are available to the organism, are used efficiently, such that more

282

resources are allocated to ranges of stimuli that occur more often [3, 4]. This improves

283

performance for stimuli in these ranges, while consequently decreasing performance for

284

stimuli that do not occur often. Our network showed a similar performance pattern,

285
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Fig 8. Network learns to incorporate prior knowledge optimally. Stimuli
were drawn from Gaussian priors with different variances (i.e. σp2 ∈ 100, 50, 25, 10, 5).
During testing, stimuli in the range [−10, 10] were presented, making the σp2 = 100 prior
effectively uniform. The posterior that the network learned is plotted against the
optimal Bayesian estimates that accounts for the prior (solid line), or that ignores the
prior probability, i.e. a uniform prior (dashed line). While for σp2 = 100 both Bayesian
estimates are similar in the range [−10, 10], there is a big difference between both
estimates for σp2 = 5. The network estimates match the Bayesian estimates accounting
for the prior distribution, but not Bayesian estimates for the prior distribution. The
network thus learns to incorporate the prior knowledge correctly. Error bars represent
standard deviation over the validation trials.
Fig 9. Learned prior causes perceptual bias that is statistically optimal.
The network biased its estimates of the stimulus towards the mean of the prior (solid
line). This effect was strongest for the sharpest prior (σp2 = 5). This perceptual bias
matched the bias predicted by an optimal Bayesian observer (dashed line). Error bars
represent standard deviation over the validation trials.

where stimuli around the maximum prior probability were most accurately estimated,

286

while those further away from the maximum had a larger estimation error (Fig 10).

287

Fig 10. Prior probability lowers estimation error. When a stimulus value has a
higher prior probability the error in the estimation produced by the network is lower,
while stimulus values with low probability result in higher estimation errors. The
sharpest prior, σp2 = 5, has the lowest error for estimations around the mean of the prior.
The neural activation patterns show a different influence of the prior for the
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estimation task. While a higher prior probability caused an increase in the number of

289

neurons that fire and the overall activity in the neural population (Fig 4, we see the

290

opposite effect in the estimation task (Fig 11A,B). Responses become sparser when the

291

prior distribution is more narrow (Fig 11A). The effect of the stimulus contrast remains

292

the same as for the classification task, with sparser responses on stimuli with higher

293

contrast. The average activity in the neural population decreases when the prior

294

distribution is more narrow (Fig 11B). The effect of the stimulus contrast on the

295

average activity also remains the same, with higher activity in the neural population for

296

higher stimulus contrast. For the lowest contrast value the average activity increases

297
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slightly again.

298

Fig 11. Neural activity changes due to prior uncertainty. (A) Number of
neurons with non-zero activity in response to stimuli from different prior distributions.
Fewer neurons fired when the prior distribution was more narrow. (B) The average
activity of the population decreased with a more narrow prior probability distribution.
While higher contrast led to increased neural activity. For the lowest contrast value the
activity in the network also rises again.
To understand what the underlying representations are that encode this prior, we

299

investigated the tuning curve properties of the hidden neurons. These tuning curves

300

could change their properties such that more likely stimuli get allocated more of the

301

limited resources. One popular hypothesis based on Gaussian tuning curves is that the

302

density of the peaks of the tuning curves correlates with the prior probability of a

303

stimulus, such that the highest density of tuning curves is at the stimulus value with the

304

highest prior probability [3]. We plotted a histogram of the tuning curve peaks to see

305

whether the highest density is found around the maximum of the prior distribution. We

306

found a bimodal distribution where the highest density of tuning curve peaks is found

307

slightly away from the maximum prior probability (Fig 12).

308

Fig 12. Density of tuning curves does not follow prior probability. A
histogram of the peaks of all hidden neuron tuning curves is shown for the different
prior conditions. While the distribution of tuning curve peaks becomes denser for the
sharper prior (right panel), there is not a direct match with the Gaussian prior
probability density. The tuning curve peaks rather concentrate around the flanks of the
prior probability distribution.
One possible explanation is that the neural population learns to allocate the most
sensitive parts of the tuning curves to the most probable stimuli range. This is part of

310

the tuning curve where the slope is steepest, leading to the highest Fisher information.

311

To test this alternative, we determined the slopes of the tuning curves by taking the

312

second order derivative of the tuning curves and calculating the maximum of this slope.

313

The histogram of these maximal slope distributions closely matches the underlying prior

314

probability, indicating that the neural population indeed optimizes its tuning curves

315

according to this criterion (Fig 13).

316

Besides shifting tuning curves to position their maximal slope around more likely
stimuli values, the tuning curves themselves can be made sharper in order to get more
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Fig 13. The slope of the tuning curves follow the prior distribution. A
histogram of the maximal slope of every tuning cure is plotted for the different prior
distributions. The density of maximal slopes concentrates more for the sharper prior
probability distribution (right panel), forming a Gaussian bell shape.

accurate responses around more likely stimuli values. We measured the width of the

319

tuning curves as the full-width-at-half-maximum. The distribution of tuning curve

320

widths shows a clear narrowing of the tuning curves for the prior distribution with the

321

lowest variance (Fig 14). Narrower tuning curves for more likely stimuli can result in

322

the sparser activations observed in Fig 11A.

323

Fig 14. Tuning curves become narrower for sharper prior. A histogram of the
full-width-at-half-maximum for all tuning curves is shown. For a sharper prior (right
panel) tuning curves became narrower, effectively increasing the slopes of the tuning
curves and thus the discriminability of different stimuli.

To investigate whether the biases in the neural population also play a role in

324

encoding prior information we divided the neurons into a group encoding more likely, or

325

‘expected’, stimuli and more unlikely, or ‘unexpected’ stimuli. Looking at the results

326

from Fig 13, we selected the neurons with their maximal slope within one standard

327

deviation of the prior probability distribution as those sensitive to ‘expected’ stimulus

328

values and neurons with their maximal slope outside one standard deviation of the prior

329

probability distribution as those sensitive to ‘unexpected’ stimulus values. The neurons

330

sensitive to ‘expected’ stimuli had a stronger bias, or baseline activation, then neurons

331

sensitive to ‘unexpected’ stimuli for all different prior distribution (Fig 15).

332

Fig 15. Bias influence by prior probability of stimuli. For every trained
network we determined which neurons were sensitive to ‘expected’ stimuli and which
were sensitive to ‘unexpected’ stimuli. The bias was much stronger for neurons sensitive
to expected stimuli for all prior probability distributions. (* p < 0.02, ** p < 0.005).
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Discussion

333

Summary of results

334

We have shown that a neural population is able to learn to incorporate prior knowledge

335

optimally by error based learning without any probabilistic information, both for

336

discrete priors (classification task) and continuous priors (stimulus estimation task). For

337

both discrete and continuous priors, errors for likely stimuli are lower than errors for

338

unlikely stimuli, as often observed in empirical literature. However, the mechanism

339

through which this is achieved differs for both types of priors. In the classification task,

340

a higher prior probability for a class led to higher activity in neurons encoding this class.

341

On the other hand, stimuli with higher input contrast led to lower activity in the

342

network. The increase in neural activity by the prior was caused by a lowered activation

343

threshold of the neurons encoding the more likely class. When a contextual cue was

344

added, a similar effect was achieved by a strong excitatory input to neurons encoding

345

the more likely class and an inhibitory input to the neurons encoding the less likely

346

class. In the stimulus estimation task the opposite effect of prior probability on the

347

neural activity was observed. A narrower prior distribution led to lower activity in the

348

neural population. The prior changed the distribution of tuning curves, increasing the

349

density and narrowing the tuning curves. Not the peak of the tuning curves, but the

350

maximal slope followed the prior distribution. Neurons with their maximal slopes

351

around ‘expected’ stimuli values had a lower activation threshold then neurons with

352

their maximal slope around ‘unexpected’ stimuli values. Thus the effects of prior

353

probability on neural activations are affected by a range of different factors, like lower

354

activation thresholds, higher tuning curve density or narrower tuning curve width,

355

which can play a different role depending on the exact task that is being performed.

356

Relation to previous work

357

These results give a strong indication that it is possible to learn an efficient

358

incorporation of prior knowledge based on errors in individual observations, and without

359

the need of higher cognitive regions keeping track of explicit probabilities. This learning

360

through observations is supported by experimental studies showing the formation of an

361

environmental prior over the lifetime [6, 19] and could potentially be how humans and

362

animals learn to from optimal Bayesian priors [4, 20, 21].

363

The representations of prior knowledge have been empirically studied in various
settings. Conflicting observations reporting either increasing or decreasing neural
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responses to expected or unexpected stimuli have been found [12–18, 22]. Here we

366

showed that different factors can influence such neural responses, often indistinguishable

367

from purely the average neural activity in a population. In the classification task, our

368

model predicts stronger activity in response to expected stimuli, which has been

369

observed in multiple studies [13–15]. However, in the estimation task, our model

370

predicts lower activity in response to expected stimuli in line with experiments showing

371

lower blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) responses in humans [12, 16] and

372

electrophysiological responses in non-human primates [17, 18] to expected stimuli.

373

Besides the particular task that is being performed, differences in neural activations in

374

response to expected or unexpected stimuli can also result from the particular neurons

375

that are measured during experiments. More detailed experimental measurements

376

revealed that responses are higher in neurons selective to expected stimuli versus those

377

not selective to expected stimuli [12, 14], similar to our results in Fig 4.

378

The properties of individual neurons, such as the activation threshold, gain,
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379

sharpness of the tuning curves or density of the tuning curves are all factors that

380

determine the average neural activity of a population. We showed that all these factors

381

can be influenced by the prior probability of a certain stimulus. Which factors are

382

contributing strongest depends on the actual task that is being performed, leading to

383

different effects on the neural activity.

384

Our model shows a clear role for the bias and to lesser extent the gain of individual

385

neurons in the encoding of expected stimuli. Interestingly, lowered activation thresholds

386

as suggested by our model have also been implied by observations that neurons

387

encoding a stimulus fire already more strongly in response to a cue indicating that the

388

stimulus is expected [23–25], where the latter study also observed a subgroup of neurons

389

showing gain effects in response to expected stimuli.

390

Besides the effects on the bias and gain of individual neurons we also found that the

391

tuning curves of individual neurons adapted to efficiently encode more likely stimuli in

392

the estimation task. The efficient allocation of limited neural resources to more likely

393

stimuli has been suggested as a driving force underlying the formation of neural

394

representations of prior knowledge [3, 26, 27]. Our results agree with such an efficient

395

allocation of resources, with the important notion that the slopes of the tuning curves

396

are actually concentrated around the most likely stimulus values. While some studies

397

have suggested that the peak of a tuning curve is most important for encoding a

398

stimulus [28], others claim that the steepest slope of a tuning curve is most

399

important [29, 30]. Interestingly, a theoretical analysis of tuning curve information

400
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properties has indicated that maximal-slope encoding is most efficient for

401

two-alternative-forced-choice tasks (such as our classification task) as well as an

402

estimation task under reasonable levels of neuronal noise [31], whereas

403

peak-tuning-curve encoding has been shown to be more efficient only in an estimation

404

task with high neuronal noise and a small population of neurons. The representation

405

developed by our model agrees well with these findings and makes interesting

406

suggestions for empirical validation.

407

Predictions for empirical validation

408

We have shown that the particular effect that the prior has on the neural activity

409

depends on the particular task that is being performed. Different mechanisms can give

410

rise to the observed effects on neural activity. To verify which mechanisms are at play

411

under which circumstances, more detailed experiments are necessary, that not only

412

investigate the effects of prior knowledge on neural activations, but also properties of

413

individual neurons such as their receptive fields and activation thresholds.

414

We find a large effect on the activation thresholds of neurons, with only a small
effect due to gain modulations when there is a cue to indicate which stimuli are

416

expected and which are unexpected. Changes in the activation threshold as a result of

417

neural activity have been observed in real neurons [32], and could potentially play a

418

role in the encoding of prior knowledge. This mechanism we observed also allows for

419

flexibly adjusting this activation threshold by increasing the baseline input to a neuron.

420

This enables the neural population to adjust its prior expectations based on the context.

421

While such lowered activation thresholds have also been implicitly observed by stronger

422

firing rates for neurons encoding a stimulus in response to a cue indicating that the

423

stimulus is expected [23–25], future studies could further confirm these changes in

424

activation threshold. Validating this prediction requires intracellular recordings of

425

sub-threshold activity, to see whether a contextual cue increases sub-threshold

426

membrane potentials in neurons encoding stimuli that have a higher prior probability.

427

In the estimation task our model suggests that neural tuning curves are organized
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428

such that more neurons have their maximal slope around more likely stimuli. This could

429

be validated in the by mapping tuning curves in response to oriented gratings in the

430

visual cortex. An overrepresention of the cardinal axis due to prior exposure, as

431

empirically observed [3], suggests that more neurons should have the maximal slope of

432

their tuning curves around the cardinal axis, while less neurons have their maximal

433

slope around the oblique orientations.

434
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Future work

435

One important aspect of cognitive processing that is not included in our model, but can

436

also have a major effect on neural activations, is the role that feedback processing plays

437

in the brain. A popular theory that describes how prior knowledge influences our

438

perceptual processing is predictive coding. According to this theory, the brain forms

439

predictions about incoming sensory information based on its internal prior knowledge.

440

Since prior knowledge ‘explains away’ some of the sensory input through feedback, this

441

also influences neural responses to expected stimuli class [12]. Since we used only

442

feed-forward neural networks to model neural responses, this prevents feedback

443

mechanisms from playing a role in encoding prior knowledge. An important step for

444

future simulations would be to incorporate such feedback connections.

445

One way of doing this is through recurrent computations by adding a time
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component to our networks. Such a time component also allows for distinguishing neural

447

activity in response to a cue, from neural activity in response to actual stimuli. This

448

would allow to answer the question how a neural population could dynamically adjust

449

to expected stimuli in order to improve sensitivity around expected stimuli values.

450

Conclusions

451

We have shown that a model population of neurons can learn to correctly represent and

452

incorporate prior knowledge, by only receiving feedback about the accuracy of their

453

inference from trial-to-trial and without any probabilistic feedback. The prior

454

probability of a stimulus affects the neural responses of the neural populations to this

455

stimulus, where activations can either increase or decrease depending on the task. We

456

show different mechanisms that influence the neural activations. We find that the

457

activation threshold of neurons encoding a certain stimulus play an important role in

458

representing its prior probability, with more likely stimuli having a lower activation

459

threshold. In a task where estimating the exact stimulus value is important, more likely

460

stimuli also lead to denser receptive field distributions and more narrow receptive fields,

461

allocating computational resources such that information processing is enhanced for

462

more likely stimuli. These results pose some clear and testable predictions about the

463

neural representations of prior knowledge in commonly used experimental paradigms

464

that can guide new experiments.

465
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